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ABSTRACT 
BEl-rt's reciprocal theorem is used to determine the normal displacements due to a normal point force at 
the plane surface o fa  generally-anisotropic half-space or a transversely-isotropic general elastic foundation, 
using a state of  plane sinusoidal loading as auxiliary solution. The method is also extended to give a dual 
integral equation formulation of  the axisymmetric contact problem for an inhomogeneous hail-space in 
which the elastic moduli are arbitrary functions of depth. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
BETTI's reciprocal theorem can often be used to obtain specific results to problems in 
elasticity without obtaining a complete solution for the stress and displacement fields. 
Indeed, in many cases results can be obtained for problems in which a complete 
solution would be impossible. Since the theorem leads to an integral relation, the most 
common applications are those in which force resultants, average displacements or 
volume changes are required. For example, MOSSAKOWSKII (1953) and SHIELD (1967) 
show how it can be used to express the force and moment resultants on a rigid punch 
of arbitrary profile in terms of integrals involving the profile function and the pressure 
distribution under a flat punch of the same plan-form. 
The results generated by the reciprocal theorem depend on the choice of auxiliary 
solution, which must in general represent a sufficiently simple state of the system for 
the stress and displacement fields to be obtainable in closed form. In the present paper, 
we shall explore the consequences of using as auxiliary solution a state in which the 
fields vary sinusoidally with one spatial coordinate. As might be anticipated, this leads 
to results bearing some similarity to those of Fourier transformation, but, in general, 
the use of the reciprocal theorem provides a much more efficient formulation. 
We shall apply the method to two special cases--the homogeneous generally- 
anisotropic half-space and the general elastic foundation (GLADWELL, 1980, §11.1), 
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which includes the case of a transversely-isotropic half-space or layer in which the 
elastic properties are permitted to vary arbitrarily with depth. 
2. THE AUXILIARY SOLUTION 
The half-space or foundation will be taken to occupy the region z > 0 in Cartesian 
coordinates (x, y, z), the loaded surface of interest being the plane z = 0. For the 
auxiliary solution, we consider the case in which this surface is loaded by a sinusoidal 
normal traction 
tr=(x,y, O) = S cos (ax), (1) 
trzx(x,y, O) = tr,y(X,y,O) = 0 (2) 
for all (x, y). 
If the elastic properties of the half-space are independent of  x and y, the resulting 
stress and displacement components will have the generalized form 
tr, u(x, y, z) = f t (z) cos (ax) + f 2(z) sin (ax), (3) 
where f~ and f z  are functions ofz  to be determined from the equilibrium and elasticity 
equations for the material and from the boundary conditions (1) and (2). Since the 
functions to be determined depend on only one variable, this problem will reduce to 
a set of ordinary linear differential equationsl" which can be solved by various methods. 
For our purpose, we only need to know the normal surface displacement due to the 
traction distribution (1) and (2), which we can express in the form 
u_.(x, y, O) = Sg(a) cos (ax), (4) 
where we have recognized the linearity of  the system by extracting the loading par- 
ameter S explicitly. 
The omission of a sin (ax) term in (4) might seem to imply the assumption of  a 
symmetry unjustified in the case of general anisotropy. However, if we assume the 
more general expression S[#t(a  ) cos (ax+b)]  for the displacement u:(x ,y ,  0) and 
then apply the reciprocal theorem to this solution and to the same solution with x 
replaced by x + c ,  we obtain an equation which can only be satisfied for all c i fb  = nrc, 
where n is an integer, thus proving that the normal surface displacement and traction 
must be in phase for the most general linear elastic foundation. 
3. THE GENERAL ANISOTROPIC HALF-SPACE 
In this section, we consider the case where the half-space is homogeneous, but 
generally-anisotropic--i.e, the 21 independent elastic constants may take arbitrary 
values. 
t The equations will have variable coefficients if the elastic properties vary with depth. 
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3.1. Willis' results 
Some remarkably simple results for surface loading of such a half-space have been 
developed by WILLIS (1966). He first notes that the fundamental problem of the 
loading of  the half-space by a concentrated normal force, F, is self-similar. It follows 
from equilibrium considerations that the stress field must vary with distance R from 
the point of  application of  the force with R-  2, which implies that the displacement 
field varies with R-  ~. In particular, we conclude that, if the force is applied at the 
origin, the normal surface displacement must take the form 
Fh(O) 
u,_(x,y,O) - , (5) 
r 
where r = ~ ,  tan (0) = y/x,  and h(O) is an unknown function to be determined, 
which will of  course be a constant in the special case of  transverse isotropy. 
We can use this equation as a Green's function to determine the displacement due 
to the distributed contact traction 
a:_.(x, y, 0) = -- P0 (6) 
within the elliptical region of semi-axes a and b. A convenient formulation is to define 
polar coordinates on the field point as origin as shown in Fig. 1, in which case we 
obtain 
; i ~ f s ~ ° ) p o h ( O )  dsdO ' 
u_.(P) . . . . . . .  (7) 
"q \ a J  \ b J  
where P is the point (x', y'), and x = x ' + s  cos 0, y = y ' + s  sin 0. 
The inner integral is the reciprocal of the square root of  a quadratic function of s 
between its two singular points, and hence can be written in the standard form 
Y tt0 
FIG. 1. Integration of (7) using polar coordinates based on the field point P as origin. 
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Io(o) ds f ' dz c(o) o,j, (:): (8) 
using a simple linear change of variable, where C(O)= [(cos(O)/a)'-+(sin(O)/b)2]. 
Equation (7) therefore reduces to 
fo ~h(O) dO (9/ u_.(P) = uPo C(O) ' 
which is clearly independent of x', y', showing that (6) describes the traction dis- 
tribution under a flat rigid punch of elliptical plan-form, indenting the generally- 
anisotropic half-space. 
A similar integration procedure can be used to demonstrate that the more general 
traction distribution 
P.(x,y) 
a=.(x,y, O) = 
j, (:)2 
(1o) 
within the elliptical region produces the displacement profile 
u:(P) = Q,(x',y') (11) 
within the elliptical region, where P, and Q, are polynomials of degree n in x, y, 
and x', y', respectively. This is known as Galin's theorem (WILLIS, 1967)--see also 
GLADWELL (1980, §12.2) for additional references and an alternative method of 
proof). The special case n = 2 corresponds to the Hertzian contact of smooth quadratic 
surfaces. Willis used this result to deduce that the Hertzian contact area would remain 
elliptical and the traction distribution be given by the classical expression 
0> = ,0j,_ (:) 
for the case of general anisotropy, though the inclination and magnitude of the semi- 
axes of the ellipse would of course be affected by the function h(O). 
3.2. Determ&ation of the function h(0) 
To obtain more specific results, we need to evaluate the function h(O). WmLIS (1966) 
solved this problem by performing a double Fourier transformation on the delta 
function loading, and hence his results for the surface displacements require the 
numerical inversion of a corresponding contour integral. We shall show in this section 
that the reciprocal theorem can be used to relate h(O) directly to the solution of the 
simpler auxiliary problem of Section 2. 
We establish a preliminary result by considering: (i) a normal force F applied at 
the origin, and (ii) an equal force applied at the point P(r, 0). Noting that the half- 
space is homogeneous, and using (5), we conclude that the normal displacement at P 
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due to (i) is Fh(O)/r and that  at O due to (ii) is Fh(O+n)/r .  These must  be equal by 
Maxwel l ' s  reciprocal  theorem. It follows that  h(O) = h(O+n)  and hence that  the 
funct ion h(O) permits  the Four ier  expansion 
h(O) = ~ Ai cos (2 i0)+  ~ Bi sin (2i0). (13) 
i = 0  i = 1  
We next apply  Betti 's theorem to : (i) the concent ra ted  force F a p p l i e d  at the origin, 
and (ii) the sinusoidal solution of  Section 2. The  theorem states tha t  
fs t~,~ . u,~,~ dS = fs t~i~, . u~,, dS, (14) 
where t and u are, respectively, the t ract ion and displacement  at the surface S, which 
in this instance consists o f  the plane z -- O. 
Substi tut ing for  the t ract ions and displacements  f rom (1), (2), (4) and (5) and 
cancelling a factor  FS, we obtain1" 
fo;? 9(a) = h(O) cos (ar cos O) dO dr 
;of? - - - -  A i COS (ar cos 0) cos (2i0) dO dr i = 0  
+~.=~ B~ cos (ar cos 0) sin (2i0) dO dr, (15) 
using (13). 
The  second term in this expression is zero by symmet ry  and the first can be evaluated 
using 3.715.18 and 6.511.1 of  GRaDSHTEYN and RVZHIK (1980) to obta in  
9(a) = - -  Ai cos (nr0 (16) 
a i = 0  
= 2 ~ h ( 2 ) a  (17) 
f rom (13). 
Since this result is true for all a, it shows that  9(a) must  vary with a -  t - - a  fact which 
could have been established directly using dimensional  and similarity arguments .  More  
impor tant ly ,  it establishes a simple algebraic relation between the unknown  function 
h(O) and the essentially one-dimensional  solut ion of  the p rob lem of  Section 2. 
Fur the rmore ,  since the original coord ina te  system was chosen arbitrari ly,  (17) can 
be used to determine the funct ion h for any value of  0 = cc All that  is necessary is 
t Equation (15) is based on the assumption that only the tractions and displacements on the free surface 
z = 0 make a contribution to the integrals in (14). This can be verified by considering the finite body 
bounded additionally by the hemispherical surface R = b. In the limit ab >> 1. the contribution from this 
surface reduces to a series of Bessel functions of the form J,(ab) which all decay to zero with (ab)- ,2 as 
ab --* O. 
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to choose the auxiliary solution in such a way that the ridges of  the sinusoidal 
distribution are inclined at ~ to the y-axis. Formally, this implies replacing cos (ax) 
in (1) by cos [a(x sin c~-y cos c0]. 
Thus, the problem of  determining h(0), and hence the Green's function (5) for 
normal surface loading of the generally-anisotropic half-space, is reduced to the 
solution of  the auxiliary problem of  Section 2. Except in certain cases where the 
characteristic equation has repeated roots, this solution can be written down using 
functions of the form exp (iaz) in the formalism due to STROH (1958) and ESHELBY et 
al. (1953). Alternatively, a more direct solution is to write the equilibrium equations 
in terms of the three displacement components ux, Uy, u-, each of which can be written 
in the form (3). After separating sine and cosine terms, this leaves six linear ordinary 
differential equations with constant coefficients which can be reduced to a single sixth- 
order equation. The virtue of this method is that the special cases appear naturally as 
repeated differential factors in the final equation and can be treated by standard 
methods. 
Both solutions involve considerable algebraic complexity and hence no further 
details are given here. However, the manipulations are essentially routine and can 
readily be performed using modern symbolic processors. 
4. THE INHOMOGENEOUS HALF-SPACE 
We now turn our attention to the problem of the half-space whose elastic properties 
vary with depth z, which includes as special cases the elastic layer supported on a rigid 
foundation or a composite layer made up of  several separately homogeneous layers. 
In such cases, the layer(s) may be bonded to the substrate or there may be frictionless 
contact, but we exclude cases in which separation occurs at the interface, since this 
would lead to additional terms in the expression obtained from the reciprocal theorem. 
The problem of the general elastic foundation has received extensive consideration, 
particularly in the Soviet literature, good surveys of this work being given by 
GLADWELL (1980, §11.1) and PoPov (1972). Foundations in which the elastic prop- 
erties vary continuously with depth are of special interest in soil mechanics. The 
complete solution of two- and three-dimensional problems of this type is very difficult 
and attention has been largely restricted to cases where the elastic moduli vary with 
a power of  the depth and dimensionless ratios such as Poisson's ratio are constant. 
Much of this work is summarized by GLADWELL (1980, §12.5). 
4.1. The point force solution 
In this section, no restrictions are imposed on the nature of  the variation of  elastic 
properties with depth, except that the half-space will be assumed to be transversely 
isotropic, so that axisymmetric problems will have axisymmetric solutions. In particu- 
lar, if the foundation is loaded by a concentrated normal force F, the fields will be 
axisymmetric, but the problem is no longer self-similar since the depth variation of  
the elastic properties introduces its own length scale. Thus, (5) is replaced by the 
relation 
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u:(x,y, O) = FO(r), (18) 
where ~b(r) is an unknown function of  r to be determined. 
As before, the auxiliary solution will be defined by (1), (2) and (4), with solution 
(5), but we note that the symmetry of  the material now ensures a plane strain solution 
and also permits us to replace (3) by a form involving a single unknown function 
with a sine or cosine multiplier, depending on the symmetry of the corresponding 
component. Thus, the displacement field in the auxiliary solution is defined by two 
functions f~ and f2 through the relations 
u.,. = f l ( z )  sin (ax), U,. = 0, u_- =f_,(z) cos (ax) (19) 
and the two nontrivial equilibrium equations will yield two linear ordinary differential 
equations for f ,  and f2 with variable coefficients. Alternatively, the stress field can 
be represented by an Airy stress function of  the form q~ = f ( z )  cos (ax), in which case 
the compatibility equation provides a single linear ordinary differential equation with 
variable coefficients for the unknown function f ( z ) .  
Applying the reciprocal theorem (14) to the point force solution defined by (18) 
and this auxiliary solution and cancelling a factor FS, we obtain 
for? g(a) = ~(r) cos (ar cos 0)r dO dr (20) 
= 2rr rO(r)Jo(ar) dr, (21) 
0 
using 3.715.18 of GRADSm'EYN and RYZh~K (1980). 
This result can be expressed in the Hankel transform notation of GLADWELL (1980) 
as  
y(a) = 2~,%[~b(a) ;r], (22) 
which has the inversion 
1 1 ff"  @(r) = ~ ~o[g(r) ; a] =- 2 r ag(a)Jo(ar) da (23) 
(GLADWELL, 1980, §5.6). Substitution in (18) completes the solution for the normal 
surface displacement due to the point force. 
4.2. Application to contact problems 
So far we have concentrated on the use of  the reciprocal theorem to determine the 
surface displacement due to a point force. Once obtained, this result can of course be 
used as a Green's function to formulate contact problems for the half-space or 
foundation as in Section 3.1. However, in certain cases, the reciprocal theorem can 
be used directly to formulate the contact problem without first obtaining the Green's 
function. 
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AS an example, consider the classical frictionless axisymmetric contact problem 
defined by the boundary conditions 
u(r) - u:(r, O) = uo(r) ; O < r < b, (24) 
p(r) - -a .~(r ,  0) = 0; r > b, (25) 
a,0=tL-r = 0  a l l r  (26) 
at the surface z = 0 of the inhomogeneous half-space. 
Applying the reciprocal theorem to this problem, using the auxiliary solution of 
Section 2, we obtain 
;o°f? fo;o rp(r)g(a) cos (ar cos 0) dO dr = ru(r) cos (ar cos 0) dO dr, (27) 
which on performance of the inner integrals reduces to 
g(a)A%[p(a) ;r] = Jfo[u(a) ;r] - ~(a). (28) 
Both p(r) and u(r) can then be expressed in terms of the new function #~(a) by 
inverting the transforms in (28) with the result 
u(r) = ~ .  0[~b(r) ;a], 
p(r) = ~0  [r~b(r). ] 
L g(r) a . 
(29) 
(30) 
The boundary conditions (24) and (25) then lead to the pair of dual integral 
equations 
~ 0 [ ~ b ( r ) ; a ] = u 0 ( r ) ;  0 < r < b ,  (31) 
~ o  [rcp(r);al  = 0; r > b. (32) 
L g(r) J 
Defining 
L g(a) " A - ~ cos (ax) da (33) 
as the Fourier cosine transform of [a#a(a)/g(a)] and using 5.7.17 and 5.7.20 of 
GLADWELL (1980), we deduce that (32) wil l be satisfied provided 
Z ( x ) = 0 ;  x > b .  (34) 
The inversion of (33) then yields 
which can be substituted into (31) to give 
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uo(r) = g ( a ) x ( x )  cos (xa)Jo(ar) d x  da;  0 < x < b. (36) 
\ re /  Jo 
By changing the order of  integration, this can be written as an integral equation of 
the first kind for Z(x), i.e. 
fi ' Z ( x ) K ( x ,  r) dx  = uo(r) ; 0 < r < b, (37) 
where 
K(x,  r) -= #(a) cos (xa)Jo(ar) da. (38) 
Once X(x) is determined, the normal stress and displacement components at the 
surface--in particular the contact pressure--can be recovered from (29), (30) and 
(34). 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The above results show that Betti's reciprocal theorem can be used to obtain several 
important  relations between the surface tractions and displacements in bodies with 
fairly general constitutive laws, for which a solution for the complete fields would be 
very tedious. 
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